FIRST PEOPLES FIRST PLAN
NGULUK KAARTADJIN WONGI

THE CHAIR
Welcome to CANs First Peoples First Plan!
-----As those familiar with CAN will know, this is not a new space for us. We have
been at the forefront of community practice with the First People of the south west
of this continent since 2008. This Plan lays out the aspects of our accumulated
learning that we want embedded in our organisation and our practice, as the
starting point for formalising our commitment to First Peoples, first.
The power of this document resides not only in its commitment to the First People
of this land but also as the basis for CAN to provide expression of multiple
perspectives, embracing the entire community in this reconciliation journey.

CAN acknowledges the Noongar people of the Bibbulmun nation as the
traditional custodians of the lands on which we work and live. We pay our
respects to Elders past and present and honour all Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islanders as the first people of this nation.
CAN is proud to work with people from all cultures, but we do so on the
understanding of First Peoples, first.
Always was. Always will be.
Kalyakoorl Kwadja Be. Kalyakoorl Boorda Be.
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As we build our intercultural vision for the future, this moment marks CAN’s
enduring commitment to First Peoples, first. It articulates the enactment of
that commitment, how we walk the talk, and will continue to be reviewed and
improved over years to come. In this past year we have been inspired by the
coming together of people from many different cultures with the Noongar
community. We have been humbled by the generosity and warmth of our
Noongar network, led by Geri Hayden and the Aboriginal Advisory Group. So
many people have told us how powerful it is to learn from our First People in
settings that encourage curiosity, reciprocity and creativity.
This is truly walking together, realising a just and inclusive Australia.
Pearl Proud
CAN Chair
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Geri Hayden, Harley Coyne, Margaret Drayton //
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MESSAGE FROM THE
ABORIGINAL ADVISORY GROUP
CAN was working with our people long before Reconciliation Action Plans were part of people’s
thinking, first out at Kellerberrin and then from Narrogin and now across Noongar Boodja. CAN
has been instrumental in the space of reconciliation without formalising it. It’s almost like CAN has
been changing the landscape, particularly for Noongars, allowing our people to start the healing
process by sharing things that they’ve been holding onto for a long time - that is a big thing finding new ways to re-birth significant stories and places that are unique to the people and the
location. This is a process of ‘changing the landscape’ to an Aboriginal lens, viewing the same
place through Aboriginal eyes.
It’s good to have an AAG and now this First Peoples First Plan: Nguluk Kaartadjin Wongi to support
CAN and embed the years of learning respectful ways of working with Noongar people. The AAG
continues to provide cultural advice to ensure that culturally safe and secure practices are in place
for staff and artists to engage, encourage and support existing and emerging artists within our
communities. We help define cultural protocols and practices for specific programs and locations
to build trusting, respectful, engaging and harmonious communities. These are the protocols and
practices here, which might be different to other parts of the country.
The AAG strategists focus their advice on building genuine, respectful and reciprocal relationships
between Aboriginal people and other stakeholders to amplify the voices of Aboriginal people
to educate the wider community. Educating through art is powerful and there is so much for the
bigger institutions to learn from CAN about how to work alongside Noongar people. We want to
see change in the approach of our Shires, Government organisations, businesses.
We hope this Plan - which is Nguluk (our) Kaartadjin (Knowledge) Wongi (Talk/speak) - and the
ongoing work at CAN will help others think about building respectful and trusting relationships
with Aboriginal people, walking together with us, listening and learning as we all move towards
reconciliation.
Harley Coyne, Margaret Drayton, Elizabeth Hayden, Geri Hayden, Kobi Morrison
CAN Aboriginal Advisory Group (AAG)
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THE CEOs
CAN’s early work with the Noongar community in Kellerberrin was a deliberate
initiative under the leadership of then Managing Director Pilar Kasat, to build a
connection and begin to establish an understanding with the First People of the
country on which CAN operates. CAN engages with all communities, and it was
recognised back then that an important foundation for that engagement was
learning from the First People of this place.
The journey since that time has been rich in cultural sharing, creating and
in deep abiding friendships. This strength-based approach has resulted in
a substantial archive of art in all its forms that captures stories of every hue,
intimate moments, political statements, powerful intergenerational sharing,
understanding of place, abundant grief, anger and joy, plus many moments of
family and community connection.
It has been valuable to take time out to reflect on our learnings and some of
the in-built working practices that have arisen from CAN’s long relationship
with Noongar communities. We appreciate the support we received from
Reconciliation Australia and Reconciliation WA in this process and look
forward to an ongoing partnership with Reconciliation WA. We sincerely thank
the RAP Working Group and all AAG members for their time and thoughtful
consideration, helping us determine key actions that reinforce and extend CAN’s
continuing commitment to reconciliation.
We are proud of the art that Aboriginal communities create with CAN. It offers
first-person, lived experience of this country from voices that are a counterpoint
to historical assumptions and biases that shape Australia’s dominant culture.
These voices are a source of wisdom, generosity and optimism for the future and
we hope others are inspired by CAN’s reconciliation journey.
Monica Kane and June Moorhouse
CAN Chief Executive Officers
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MESSAGE FROM

STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK
PURPOSE

------

ABOUT CAN

CAN creates positive social change through the arts,
building inclusion and understanding between people.
VISION

With its roots planted firmly in the social activism of the 1960s and the early
international community arts movement, contemporary CAN continues to unlock
Western Australia’s untold stories through community participation in art. Giving voice
to the hidden histories of this land and its people, stories and art in all its forms are
shared to create positive social change, building inclusion and understanding between
people.
Knowing that art transforms communities, CAN has pursued this purpose for 35 years,
building relationships that create opportunities for people to determine for themselves
what stories best express the diversity of experience, aspiration and imagination alive
in Western Australians.
Although CAN is not an Aboriginal organisation, for more than a decade CAN’s arts
partnerships with Noongar communities have been making visible the invisible, sharing
the histories and experiences that are unwritten or unspoken. This work breaks through
the silence arising from systemic disempowerment and exposes the sham that is the
politics of fear by sharing, through art, participants’ small, often daily, acts of resistance
and resilience that are essential to maintaining hope. The creation of powerful artworks
and experiences resonate deeply for the community creators and with the audiences
they reach, far beyond where the work originated.
CAN’s work with Noongar communities initially focused in the Eastern and Southern
Wheatbelt but now produces art with communities across Noongar Boodja. CAN
aspires to work with other First Nations communities as resources and capacity allow.
In recent years CAN has also intensified its creative engagement with culturally and
linguistically diverse people, encouraging Noongar leaders in, to grow knowledge and
relationships across all nationalities. This drives CAN’s efforts towards reconciliation
and the enactment of the organisation’s underpinning principle of First Peoples, first.

------

To be a national arts leader working to achieve a just and inclusive Australia.

O U R VA LU ES

ST R AT E G I ES

First Peoples, first

Arts production

All of our work is underpinned by this
principle. CAN supports the ULURU
Statement from the Heart. Selfdetermination is at the heart of CAN’s
work with all communities.

We make outstanding art with
communities that tells their stories
and shares their lived experience.

------

Respect
We believe in the inherent worth of all
people and their right to be treated
with dignity and honour.

------

Community development
In the process of making and
presenting this art we build people’s
capacity and strengthen communities.

Sector development

Social equity

We build sector knowledge,
capacity and influence.

We believe that creative expression
should be accessible to all, as a vital
part of being human.

Organisational sustainability

Creativity
We use all forms of artistic and
creative expression to inspire the
sharing of stories and culture.

We are transforming our organisation
to reflect and service our diverse
community.

OUR FIRST PEOPLES
FIRST PLAN

Dallas Phillips at the Mavis Phillips nee Walley Exhibition Launch // Credit CAN

CAN has been learning from Noongar communities over
time, with many people contributing to the knowledge
that now informs CAN’s community arts and cultural
development practice. The learning process is ongoing
thanks to the generosity and leadership of Noongar
Elders, colleagues and communities. It enhances CAN’s
engagement with communities of all cultural and linguistic
backgrounds and has been foundational to our expanding
programs developed with CaLD communities.
CAN is now embedding Aboriginal wisdom in its
governance structures and documenting working methods
that underpin self-determination for ATSI communities in
CAN projects. This Plan commits CAN to specific actions
that enhance self-determination for ATSI communities
and expand opportunities for ATSI people to influence
engagement and dialogue with the broader arts sector in
Western Australia, through CAN.
The AAG was established in December 2018 to provide
cultural advice and counsel to CAN and to offer specific
advice and support to artists and artsworkers creating
projects with ATSl communities. CAN has always consulted
local Elders on projects but when it began developing
projects across Noongar Boodja, the need for respected
leaders who could maintain an overview of the work
was needed. Membership of the AAG is open to all ATSI
people and is chaired by CAN’s Cultural Advisor, Noongar
Elder Geri Hayden. The current members are Geri Hayden,
Elizabeth Hayden, Harley Coyne, Margaret Drayton and
Kobi Morrison.
With the AAG in place, discussion within the Board and the
AAG turned to the development of a Reconciliation Action
Plan. There was debate regarding the appropriate format
given that CAN’s Strategic Framework centres the value of
First Peoples, first as fundamental to the organisation, and

NGULUK KAARTADJIN WONGI
that much of CAN’s Strategic Plan 2020-2024 is focused on
work with ATSI communities. However, it was agreed that
we should document our commitments clearly and take
the opportunity to identify any gaps or areas warranting
greater attention and more thorough reporting. The
RAP Working Group was established in 2021 to see the
process through and included Board Chair Pearl Proud,
Board member Derreck Goh, AAG members Geri Hayden,
Margaret Drayton and Harley Coyne, CEOs Monica Kane
and June Moorhouse and Partnerships and Platforming
Manager, Michelle White - a proud Yamatji woman raised
on Noongar country.
Following consideration of the formal Reconciliation
Australia process for registering a RAP, the Board
approved the Working Party recommendation that CAN
begin with a document that used RAP key themes of
Respect, Relationships, Opportunities but was tailored
to the specifics of CAN’s operations and its four major
strategies: Art Production / Community Development /
Sector Development / Organisational Sustainability. This
allowed us to move more quickly and strengthened the
integration of reconciliation initiatives into operations
and reporting. The Board noted that it may consider the
potential to register CAN’s ‘RAP’ at a future time.
We have called this our First Peoples First Plan because
it articulates how we enact CAN’s commitment to this
principle. The Noongar title Nguluk (our) Kaartadjin
(Knowledge) Wongi (Talk/speak) was offered by the
AAG. It reflects the origin of this work on Noongar Boodja
under the guidance of many Noongar people who
have influenced CAN, and to whom we offer our thanks.
Although it is presented here as a stand-alone document,
it is also folded into the current Strategic Plan for action
and reporting.

1.

ARTS PRODUCTION

Making outstanding art of, by and for communities, that tells their stories and shares their lived experience

REPORTING &
GOVERNANCE

OPPORTUNITIES

RELATIONSHIPS

RESPECT

STRATEGY

WHO

DATE

KPIs

1.1.1

Ensure funding applications and scope for ATSI multi-year projects allow sufficient resources
to implement actions

CEO | GM

Application stage

100% of ATSI multi-year
projects

1.1.2

AAG consulted on overall design and development of ATSI multi-year projects

CEO | GM

Before applications
are submitted

100% of ATSI multi-year
projects

1.1.3

Local Elders actively engaged from the outset and during the delivery of ATSI multi-year
projects

CEO | PM

Ongoing

100% of ATSI multi-year
projects

1.1.4

- On Noongar Boodja: SWALSC and Regional Corporations regularly updated on CAN
Noongar projects and activity
- Beyond Noongar Boodja: Replicate this action on any ATSI projects delivered

CEO | PPM | PM

Commence 2022

- twice per annum SWALSC
- three times per annum
Regional Corporations
in active areas

1.1.5

Implement project processes as per Project Handbook

CEO | PM

Ongoing

100% of ATSI projects

1.2.1

Documented process in place for selection and payment of Elders for Welcome to Country

1.2.2

- Engage AAG in forward program planning to ensure timely advice
- Keep AAG up to date with 'pipeline' of proposed ATSI funding and projects

CEO

Immediately

AAG feedback regarding
level of knowledge, twice
per annum

1.2.3

- On Noongar Boodja: Monitor development of Regional Corporations and, via the AAG,
build relationships and familiarity with CAN's Noongar work from the outset
- Beyond Noongar Boodja: Replicate this action via governance structures in other country

CEO | AAG

Ongoing

Regional corporations
feedback, once per annum

1.3.1

Translate CAN Acknowledgement into language of each CaLD community we work with voice recording and script

OM | PM

Commence 2021

Ongoing compilation
on website

1.4.1

Update CAN Project Handbook guidelines to ensure consistent application of protocols
and processes by staff and contractors

GM | PM

Oct 2021

AAG review; understood
across organisation

1.4.2

Prepare checklist of FPF Plan requirements prior to submitting funding applications for
ATSI projects

GM

2022

AAG review; understood
across organisation

1.4.3

Maintain current knowledge of best-practice Indigenous Culture and Intellectual Property
rights and ensure copyright arrangements are understood by all project participants

CEO | GM | PM

Ongoing

100% of all ATSI projects

13 Sept 2021 Agenda Authorised by AAG

2.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Building people’s capacity and strengthening communities

REPORTING &
GOVERNANCE

OPPORTUNITIES

RELATIONSHIPS

RESPECT

STRATEGY

WHO

DATE

KPIs

2.1.1

Observe important dates in the ATSI calendar with suitable acknowledgement,
communications, social media and celebratory events. For example, NAIDOC;
Reconciliation Day/Week; Survival Day, Sorry Day

MDM | PPM | PM

Specific dates

Unique content shared with
high level engagement

2.1.2

Preference suitably skilled ATSI artists and artsworkers on ATSI projects

GM | PM

Planning stages

No. of ATSI artists and
artsworkers reported
annually

2.1.3

Preference suitably skilled ATSI suppliers and service providers for ATSI project procurement

PM | OM

2.1.4

Support employment creation through long-term project outcomes and capacity building
of participants (eg. Noongar dolls)

2.2.1

AAG consulted prior to establishing key organisational stakeholder relationships and
PPM
partnerships such as sponsorship agreements (in line with CAN Sponsorship and Giving Policy)

As they arise

AAG views provided
to CAN Board

2.2.2

AAG consulted prior to commencement of ATSI projects for advice regarding community
relationships, potential stakeholders, partners and other context

CEO | PM

Planning stages;
ongoing

100% of new ATSI
projects 2022

2.2.3

Maintain commitment to language preservation through projects plus bi- and multi-lingual
publications where possible

CEO | PM

Application and
planning stages

Comparative number of
language-based projects
annually

2.2.4

Facilitate Welcome to Country and cultural sharing by appropriate ATSI people on
all CAN projects

AAG | PM

Throughout projects

90% of all projects 2021

2.3.1

Influence local government to include Welcome to Country and cultural sharing
at all citizenship ceremonies:
- Audit / influence current Local Government partners
- Advocate to influencers such as SWALSC, Reg Corps, Reconciliation WA,
WALGA, Local Government professionals

CAN Board | AAG |
CEO | PM

Commence 2022

Evidence of change
from partner Local
Governments; response of
influencers

Comparative annual
spend with ATSI suppliers
reviewed annually

CEO | GM

Planning stages

Lullabies & Place
Names: CEO | PPM

Lullabies & Place
Names 2021+

AAG | CAN Board
2.4.1

Monitor feedback from Evaluation Reports to assess community development outcomes

GM compile info for Annual review
AAG annual FPF Plan
review

Number of work
opportunities arising from
Lullabies & Place Names

Evidence of community
development outcomes
reported to AAG at annual
FPF Plan review

3. SECTOR DEVELOPMENT
Building sector knowledge, capacity and influence

REPORTING &
GOVERNANCE

OPPORTUNITIES

RELATIONSHIPS

RESPECT

STRATEGY

WHO

DATE

KPIs

3.1.1

Employ ATSI creatives on ATSI projects when possible and if not, identify opportunities for
mentoring or intern relationships within creative teams

GM | PM

Planning stages

Number of ATSI creatives/
mentees reported
annually

3.1.2

Budget for mentoring opportunities within ATSI project funding applications

GM | PM

Planning stages

80% of ATSI projects 2022

3.1.3

Influence arts sector colleagues to strengthen reconciliation commitments and initiatives by:
- sharing CAN experience with colleagues
- facilitating AAG input to broader sector discussions as appropriate and possible

CEO | GM

Commence 2022

Evidence of change in
sector

3.1.4

Work with Reconciliation WA and Chamber of Arts and Culture to:
- advocate to arts sector for ATSI governance representation within organisations
- partner on professional development opportunities for the arts

CAN Board | AAG
| CEO

Commence 2021

Evidence of change in
sector

3.2.1

Strengthen relationships with ATSI trainers and employers in the arts (Yirras, WAAPA etc)
to identify potential contract artists and artsworkers

PPM | GM

Ongoing

Flow of contractors
between agencies

3.3.1

Lobby site owners for acknowledgement of Noongar Boodja and culture at King Street Arts
Centre through:
- Dual naming of KSAC using Place Naming process
- Prominent Welcome to Country signage on site

OM | PPM

2022

Tenant support; WTC
signage in place; naming
under consideration

3.3.2

Establish CAN office entry acknowledgement of Noongar Boodja and CAN's
commitment to First People first
- signage / QR code to Elder or AAG message

OM | PPM

2022

Signage in place

3.4.1

Stakeholder feedback sought regularly from Reconciliation WA and Chamber
of Arts and Culture, sector colleagues

GM

2023

Feedback reported to
AAG for annual FPF Plan
review

4.

ORGANISATIONAL SUSTAINABILITY

Transforming our organisation to reflect and service our diverse communities

REPORTING &
GOVERNANCE

OPPORTUNITIES

RELATIONSHIPS

RESPECT

STRATEGY

WHO

DATE

KPIs

4.1.1

Acknowledgement of Country and/or Welcome to Country to commence all external
meetings and events

All staff

Ongoing

100% of meetings and
events

4.1.2

CAN acknowledgement in all publications, unless agreed otherwise by CEO
(due to technical limitations)

All staff

Ongoing

At least 80% of
publications annually

4.1.3

Aboriginal Advisory Group embedded in organisational governance:
- AAG Terms of Reference reviewed every 2 years
- Minimum 2 meetings per year between Board and AAG
- AAG Minutes shared on CAN Board access drive

CAN Board | AAG |
CEO

Commence 2021

All commitments met
annually

4.2.1

Cultural induction processes and familiarity with the FPF Plan implemented for all CAN staff,
key contractors, Board members

CEO | AAG

Part of induction

90% participation rate

4.2.2

Annual Intercultural sharing gathering for CAN staff, key contractors, Board members and AAG

CEO | AAG

Annually

80% participation rate

4.2.3

Annual cross-cultural training provided for all CAN staff, key contractors, Board members
and AAG

GM

Annually

80% participation rate

4.2.4

Anti-racism training for CAN staff and key contractors on a regular basis
(annually or as inducted)

Annually or as
needed

90% participation

4.3.1

Regular opportunities for staff and key contractors to reflect on individual and collective
progress with practices that support decolonisation. For example at project debriefs,
staff planning days, performance appraisals, supervisory sessions

All staff and key
contractors

Ongoing

Key learnings shared to
inform FPF annual review

4.4.1

Integrate FPF Plan initiatives into Strategic Plan 2020–2024 for reporting purposes

CEO | GM

Following adoption
of FPF

Board reporting reflects
updated Plan

4.4.2

AAG review FPF Plan and achievement of targets annually and report to Board

AAG

Mid-year

AAG & Board monitor
progress / challenges

4.4.3

FPF Plan reviewed as part of OIP Strategic Plan development process

AAG

Mid-year

CEO | AAG | CAN Board

AAG Aboriginal Advisory Group | FPF First Peoples First | CEO Chief Executive Officer | GM General Manager | PPM Partnerships and Platforming Manager | OM Operations Manager | MDM Marketing
and Design Manager | PM Project Manager | ASTI Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander | SWALSC South West Aboriginal Land and Sea Council Aboriginal Corporation | CaLD Culturally and Lnguistically Diverse
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